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Global LGBT (“Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender”) annual
spending power (LGBT-GDP) estimated to be US$3.7 trillion
in new data from LGBT Capital.
Hong Kong and London, 3rd August 2015. LGBT Capital, the
specialist LGBT consumer sector financial analyst, today releases
the first Global estimates of LGBT spending power (LGBT-GDP),
LGBT household wealth (LGBT-Wealth), and LGBT inbound
Tourism & Travel spend.
Significant positive developments for the Global LGBT community
have occurred recently, including marriage equality developments
in the US, UK, Ireland and other Countries. However, as recently
highlighted by US President Obama, the LGBT Community still
faces significant challenges, particularly in Africa and many other
developing markets. LGBT Capital believes that as well as
highlighting the importance of achieving equality for the LGBT
community Globally, the financial value offered by the LGBT
market will support the arguments for Countries and Companies to
become more inclusive.
LGBT Capital’s in-house economist uses macro economic data
and modeling to estimate LGBT-GDP and LGBT-Wealth metrics.
LGBT Capital believes the resulting statistics to be powerful in
demonstrating the value and potential of the LGBT consumer
market. It is estimated that the Global Spending Power of the
LGBT consumer segment is US$3.7 trillion per annum, with an
LGBT population estimate of about 450 million. Asia is fast
developing, already with an estimated LGBT-GDP in excess of
US$1 trillion and with China alone estimated to have an LGBT
population of more than 80 million.
Paul Thompson, LGBT Capital’s Founder said ‘We believe these
numbers to be extremely important in demonstrating the value
offered to both Countries and Companies by the LGBT consumer
segment. The estimated population of the LGBT community
worldwide is higher than the total population of the United States
and the estimated LGBT-GDP nearly equals the GDP of Germany!’
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LGBT Capital, which recently launched a specialist Wealth
Management service for the LGBT community, also estimates the
size of Global LGBT-Wealth, the LGBT Household Wealth. This is
estimated at being an astonishing US$15 trillion globally, with over
US$5 trillion in the US alone. LGBT Capital also researches the
impact of LGBT travellers on Global inbound Tourism & Travel and
GDP. This is estimated to have a per annum impact of more than
US$20 billion in the US and over US$5 billion in each of several
European Countries, and an LGBT impact on GDP in excess of
1% for some Countries with high-dependency on tourism in GDP.
Paul Thompson added ‘Not only does the LGBT consumer
represent significant spending power but as is generally accepted,
due to more frequent and longer travels, the sector punches well
over its weight when it comes to tourism spend. The LGBT
population also has very significant household wealth. This
community is growing in voice and power, and we believe this will
support the Global LGBT Diversity & Inclusion development and
should to be taken very seriously and command respect.’
Anders Jacobsen, Chief Economist and Head of Investment &
Research at LGBT Capital, observed that “Progressive LGBT
Corporate policies are increasingly being driven by the recognition
of the significant business opportunities offered by credible LGBTfriendly values and branding. Indeed, this corporate bottom-line
impact was the key driver in the development of the investment
model underpinning our LGBT Diversity Fund [www.lgbt-fund.com],
as we wanted to demonstrate that LGBT Diversity and Inclusion
can support companies in targeting this significant and growing
market, as well as realise productivity gains and enhance their
capacity-to-innovate, among other potential benefits.’
For more granular and country-specific data, please visit
www.LGBT-Capital.com Data & Research or to request a copy via
email of the ‘2015 Report - Executive Summary’, please email
info@LGBT-Capital.com with subject line "LGBT-GDP".
… end
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Editors’ Notes
About LGBT Capital
LGBT Capital is a specialist Corporate Advisory and Investment Management
Unit of Galileo Capital Management, focused on the LGBT consumer market
and with operations in the UK and Greater China. LGBT Capital provides
corporate advisory and business development services, as well as investment
advisory for the Funds it is launching. LGBT Capital’s principals Anders
Jacobsen and Paul Thompson have over 40 years combined experience in
the investment management sector with distinguished track records in global
investment managers including Goldman Sachs, Prudential Financial, Inc.,
Fidelity, Bankers Trust and Chase Manhattan Bank as well as a unique
knowledge of the LGBT sector. Between them, they have advised numerous
mutual, private equity, venture capital and hedge funds on their establishment
and launch, as well as provided growth and development strategies for earlyand mature-stage private equity funded companies and initiatives.
www.LGBT-Capital.com
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